Some estimations for the "juxtaposition function" hF and an asymptotic formula for the function hf/hc, where F, G are central symmetric convex bodies, are given. Hadwiger and Grunbaum gave for hp{\) the bounds n2 + n < hp (1) < 3" -1 . Grunbaum conjectured (and proved for n = 2 in Pacific J. Math. 11 (1961), 215-219) that for every even r between these bounds there exists in E" an oval F such that hf{\) = r . Lower bounds for hf could be derived in the same way as in Theorems 1 and 2 from a good estimate of packing numbers on a Minkowski sphere, that is, from solutions to a Tammes-type problem in a Banch space.
GENERALIZED HADWIGER NUMBERS FOR SYMMETRIC OVALS VALENTIN BOJU AND LOUIS FUNAR (Communicated by Dale Alspach)
Abstract. Some estimations for the "juxtaposition function" hF and an asymptotic formula for the function hf/hc, where F, G are central symmetric convex bodies, are given. Hadwiger and Grunbaum gave for hp{\) the bounds n2 + n < hp (1) < 3" -1 . Grunbaum conjectured (and proved for n = 2 in Pacific J. Math. 11 (1961) , 215-219) that for every even r between these bounds there exists in E" an oval F such that hf{\) = r . Lower bounds for hf could be derived in the same way as in Theorems 1 and 2 from a good estimate of packing numbers on a Minkowski sphere, that is, from solutions to a Tammes-type problem in a Banch space.
For a topological disk F C E" we shall denote by hf-. (0, 1] -► N the "juxtaposition function" introduced by the first author [2, 3] as follows. Let AF x denote the family of all sets, homothetic to F in the ratio k, which have only boundary points in common with F . Then hp (k) is the greatest integer k such that AF tx contains k sets with pairwise disjoint interiors. In particular, hf (1) is just the Hadwiger number of F .
In case of convex F , Hadwiger [11] and Grunbaum [8] gave for hF(l) the bounds n2 + n < hf(l) < 3" -I. Grunbaum [8] conjectured (and proved for n = 2; see also Boltjanski and Gohberg [4] ) that for every even r between these bounds there exists in E" an oval F such that hp (1) = r.
Unless explicitly stated otherwise, throughout this paper F , G will denote symmetric plane ovals. Any such F determines a norm || ||^ by \\x -y\\F -\\x ~ y\\l\\° -z\\ > where || || is the Euclidean norm, o is the center of F , and z is a point on the boundary dF of F such that oz and xy are parallel. With this norm E2 becomes a Banach space, with unit disk isometric to F. Set p(F) for the perimeter of dF in its inner norm. Theorem 1. For a symmetric oval F in the plane (1) p(F) = 2lim khF(k).
a-o Proof. Let ij be points of dF, and let points x', y' be given by ox' = (1 + k)ox and oy' = (1 + k)oy. Denote by Fx, Fy those sets in AF x which have centers at x' and y', respectively. If Fx n Fy ^ 0, it follows from the symmetry and convexity of F that x'y' c Fxf)Fy . We put x'y'ndFx -{a, b] , x'y' n 8Fy = {c, d} , and z £ OF such that oz is parallel to x'y'. Then \\x' -v'H < \\x' -b\\ + \\c -y'|| = 2||x' -2>|| = 2k\\o -z\\, hence \\x-y\\F = \\x'-y'\\/(l+k)\\o-z\\ < 2k/(l+k).
Reversing the reasoning we obtain These inequalities yield 
and similarly the reverse inequality. Therefore, taking for G a square we obtain the claim which was to be proved.
Denote by [t] the integer part of t £R.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. A result of Golab [6] and Reshetnyak [14] , generalized by Schaffer [15] , asserts that 6 < p(F) < 8. Hence we have hF(k) < 4(1+k)/k, and, using the existence of an affine-regular hexagon inscribed in F [13] , we obtain hF(2/(l + k)) > 6k . Since hF(k) is a decreasing function of k, we are done.
If the dimension of F is greater than two, the situation is essentially different. We shall prove (see also [7] ) Theorem 3. Any symmetric convex body FcE" satifies the inequality
with equality if and only if l/k £ N and F is a parallelohedral body.
Proof. Let Bx = UHeAF x H. We shall prove that (9) BxC(l + 2k)F.
Indeed, let x be a point on the boundary of Fv , \ox\ n dF = {a} , \ov\n dFv -{q}, and let vx" be parallel to qx with x" £ dF. Then Lqv'x = Lv'xo + Lv'ox > Lv'ox, which yields Lvox < Lvox" = Lqv'x. Since F is convex, we can take a point b in the nonempty intersection \oa\ n \vx"\. where vol(/r) denotes the volume of F . This gives the desired estimation on hf (k). The equality case is treated in [7] . Lower bounds for hF(k) could be derived in the same way as in Theorems 1 and 2 from a good estimate of packing numbers on a Minkowski sphere, that is, from solutions to a Tammes-type problem in a Banach space.
Grunbaum asked what happens to relation (1) in case F is not centrally symmetric. We recall that for an arbitrary oval F and z e intF a norm (nonsymmetric, in general) is defined by the Minkowski functional \\x\\FiZ = inf{k >0:x-z£k(F-z)}.
Using the (possibly nonsymmetric) distance derived from this norm it is possible to define arc-length for oriented arcs. For an oriented closed curve C let the length of C in the metric derived from || \\FtZ be denoted by pF,Z(C). The intrinsic perimeter (self-circumference [6, 10] ) of F is P(F) = inf{pFtZ(dF) : z £intF}. Then it follows that g(F) = lim khF(k)/P(F) is a measure of symmetry (see [8] ). By the same method as used above, it is possible to show that g(F) < \, with equality if F is centrally symmetric. If F is a triangle then g(F) = 3 , and we conjecture that g(F) > 3 for any oval F.
